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Ronald F. Pol
is president of
the Corporate
Lawyers’
Association of
New Zealand
(“CLANZ”).

In this column on professional
issues, legal department management, and relations
between in-house and outside
counsel, Ron Pol discusses
elements of managing lawyers,
sometimes likened to herding
wild cats or, as he prefers,
shoveling smoke.

A

recent study reinforces the idea that
the way in which
employers and individual
team members address some
of the attitudes and behaviors commonly ascribed to
the legal culture are not conducive to a balanced and satisfying professional life.
What’s the culture like in
your organization right now?
In your department? In other
teams? And in the firms of
your outside counsel? Are
they dominated by extrinsic
motivators in which bonuses
follow success and time
equals money? And do your
teams or the firms that you
use have gaps, often at the
all-important mid-level experience, as people leave to
pursue a more satisfying
career elsewhere?
For corporations and law
firms alike, the legal culture
is often defined by intense
pressures and competitive
success norms. This legal culture starts at law school,
with punishing entry require-
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ments and the battle for everhigher grades to secure
places with prestigious law
firms and corporations. The
situation hardly abates. Law
firm budget pressures are
legion, as are processes for
attaining and holding partnership. Within corporations,
the spread of success-based
performance targets and
bonuses to legal departments
ensures that in-house counsel
experience similar competitive norms.
For teams, the issue is more
complex. You are part of
many teams, as leader or
member. The legal department
is one such team. Others
include in-house lawyers and
business unit representatives.
Many teams include outside
counsel, with the cultural
overlay of their own firms.
Time adds further complexity. Not only do individual
and team motivating factors
change over time, but also
many teams are transactiondriven, with members joining
and leaving as transactions
evolve.
Intense pressures and competitive cultures are not bad
per se, yet recent research
suggests that the way that
people meet these pressures
may affect motivation, satisfaction, and professionalism.
Professors Kennon Sheldon
of the University of MissouriColumbia and Lawrence
Krieger of Florida State
University’s College of Law
recently completed a multiyear study (forthcoming in
Behavioral Sciences and Law,
2004), which found that

incoming law students were
happier, more well-adjusted,
and motivated by intrinsic
factors, such as service to the
community, than when they
graduated and entered the
profession. Their intrinsic
values and motivations
shifted significantly toward
more extrinsic orientations,
such as money and prestige.
Yet this shift combined with a
marked fall in their well-being
and life satisfaction.

The study focused on the
first stage of the legal profession: law school. Similar
research at later stages would
be valuable. Yet it might be
reasonably safe to assume
that a lack of satisfaction,
despite apparent trappings of
success, is endemic within the
profession and that it applies
equally to corporate counsel
and their law firm colleagues.
This assumption should be
cause for concern for organizations that employ lawyers.
The success of any team is
affected by individual motivation and job satisfaction of its
members, yet organizations seldom seem to connect directly
with the intrinsic drivers of
their teams, instead applying
“motivational” tools aligned

with extrinsic motivators more
easily linked with superficial
measures of “success.”
For some organizations
and your outside counsel, the
application, perception, or
effect of existing retention
and motivation tools might,
ironically, erode the most
powerful intrinsic motivators
of your people and may ultimately turn away some of
those who could make positive contributions to an
organization’s ability to
achieve its goals—and the
self-worth and perceived
value of the profession.
So what can you do about
it? From an organizational
perspective, the goal is to
help develop teams of highly
motivated people, with the
organization connected to
their drivers, enabling it more
effectively to meet organizational goals.
From an employment perspective, do you have systems
and processes enabling your
people genuinely to thrive
and be satisfied, irrespective
of, or even leveraging from, a
culture dominated by extrinsic motivators?
From a personal perspective, do you let the pressures
of extrinsic factors sap your
more powerful intrinsic motivators, such as doing a great
job with competence,
integrity, respect for and from
others, authenticity, meaning—and fun?
Your answers to these
questions and perhaps even
the fact that you ask them
might help keep externally
(continued on page 17)
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ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD IP
INTERNS?

A

CC is working with the American Intellectual Property Law
Education Foundation (“AIPLEF”) to increase the number of
minorities serving as IP attorneys in law firms and private companies. To that end, AIPLEF has established the Sidney B. Williams Jr.
Scholarship Program. ACC has pledged to support AIPLEF by working
with our membership to identify and
obtain internship opportunities for
minority law students.
Currently, AIPLEF has more than
100 applicants for scholarships and
internships in connection with the
2004 summer and school year. These
students have excellent academic credentials and have demonstrated interest in pursuing careers in IP law.
Please visit www.acca.com/
networks/aiplef.php to view brief
biographical information about the IP
internship applicants. If you wish to
learn more about a particular student
or if internship opportunities are
available within your organization, please contact Karen Palmer at
202.293.4103, ext. 342, or palmer@acca.com.
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dals that have come to light in the past few years
starkly illustrate how wrong this assumption is.
Just as we invest in leadership and employee
education necessary for business operations, we
must, as Johnson and Phillips suggest in their
book, also invest in internal training programs
specifically designed to establish “a standard of
communication that encourages open discussions
and healthy debate, tells the truth, doesn’t mince
words, and, most of all, is guided by a moral and
ethical sense of right and wrong.” To do so, we
must get over the notion that teaching moral
virtues is the exclusive purview of families and
religions and recognize that ethical training is just
as critical to business success as the financial
controls that companies have spent millions to
develop and implement. We must go beyond
merely exhorting employees to aspire to the
“highest ethical standards” by developing and
implementing training programs calculated to
assist employees in understanding the practical
implications of such a mandate.
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GOING GLOBAL (CONT’D.)
themselves. This situation is obvious to most lawyers, and we are therefore usually alert to such differences when dealing with those from cultures very different from ours. Paradoxically, therefore, it is often when
dealing with people from cultures similar to ours that we will be most surprised if we are not vigilant about checking our assumptions at the border.

SHOVELING SMOKE (CONT’D.)
imposed “motivators” in perspective and may help you and your team
retain the fundamental essence of key intrinsic drivers that caused you to
enter law school in the first place.
Ronald F. Pol is president of the Corporate Lawyers’ Association of New
Zealand, general counsel of start-up software company Simultext Limited
in Wellington, New Zealand, and a member of the governing council of
New Zealand’s Law Society. He’s also developing (with passion) a system
for helping organizations identify and connect with key motivating factors
of their people. He is available at rfp@xtra.co.nz.
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and related issues is indispensable for the inhouse lawyer.
“Proud of employment, willingly I go.”
(Boyet, II, i, 35)

Chairman, New-to-In-house Practice Network
pstrauss@haas.berkeley.edu
Phil Strauss is pleased to report that, as of
January 2004, he is senior corporate counsel at
Adobe Systems Incorporated in San Jose, CA.
The opinions expressed in this column are his
own and do not reflect the views or opinions of
Adobe Systems Incorporated.
Please email newbie@acca.com if you are
interested in joining the New-to-In-house Practice
Network.
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